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' PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY !-

NUCLEAR GROUP HEADQUARTERS

955-65 CHESTERBROOK BLVD.

WAYNE, PA 19087-5691

(215) MO-6000

STATION SUPPORT DEPARTMENT

July 28, 1993

Docket Nos. 50-352
50-353

,

License Nos. NPF-39
NPF-85

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attn: Document Control Desk >

Washington, DC 20555
,

Subject: Limerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2
Technical Specifications Change Request No. 92-03-0 :
Response to Request for Additional Information !

Gentlemen:

By letter dated October 15, 1992, we submitted a Technical Specifications
(TS) Change Request that proposed changes to the Surveillance Requirements (SRs)
for certain instrumentation delineated in the TS for Limerick Generating Station
(LGS), Units 1 and 2 (i.e., TS Change Request No. 92-03-0). These proposed
changes specifically include increasing the TS required surveillance interval to :
24 months (i.e., a maximum of 30 months including the 25% grace period). TS
Change Request 92-03-0 provided information confirming that we evaluated the
proposed changes in accordance with the guidance in NRC Generic letter No. 91-04,
" Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to accommodate a 24-
Month fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991.

A meeting was subsequently held with representatives of the NRC o.i February ,

25, 1993, at our Nuclear Group Headquarters to discuss these proposed changes and
answer any questions. As a result at this meeting, we submitted a letter to the
NRC dated March 16, 1993, that provided additional information requested during i

the February 25, 1993 meeting.

By letter dated Ju1y 1,1993, the NRC transmitted a Request for Additional
Information (RAI) concerning TS Change Request No. 92-03-0. The July 1,1993 NRC
letter, requested our response by July 26, 1993. Our response to the RAI is
provided in the enclosure to this letter however, difficulties in obtaining
pertinent vendor information delayed the submittal of this response. This ;

enclosure restates each question followed by our response. Requested supporting
documentation is also provided in the attachments to the enclosure.
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,

This response is being submitted under affirmation, and the required
affidavit is enclosed. If you have any questions or need addition information,
please contact us.

Very truly yours, i

).O.#umqu.b .
G. A. Hunger, fr.
Director
Licensing Section

Enclosure
Attachments

cc: T. T. Martin, Administrator, Region I, USNRC
(w/ enclosure, attachments)

N. S. Perry, USNRC Senior Resident Inspector, LGS
(w/ enclosure, attachments)

W. P. Dornsife, Director, PA Bureau of Radiation Protection
(w/ enclosure, attachments) *
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA :

;

COUNTY OF CHESTER : )

G. R. Rainey, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:

;

That he is Vice President of Philadelphia Electric Company; that he has |

read the foregoing Response to the NRC Request for Additional Information dated

July 1,1993, concerning the Technical Specifications Change Request, No. 92-03-

0, to facilitate a change in the Limerick Generating Station, Units I and 2,
f

refueling cycles from 18 months to 24 months, and knows the contents thereof; and - i

that the statements and matters set forth therein are true and correct to the

best of his knowledge, information, and belief.

<.r vtyA
-L:!''

.

Vice President
:

Subscribed and sworn to

beforemethisO ay

of ?A 1993.
L
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ENCLOSURE

Umerick Generating Station, Units 1 and 2
Response to NRC Request for Additional Information

Concerning Technical Specifications Change Request
Relating to 24-Month Operating Cycle

instrumentation Surveillance Requirements
e
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ENCLOSURE-

RESPONSE TO
REOUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE
LIMERICK GENERATING STATION. UNITS 1 AND 2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

RELATING TO 24-MONTH OPERATING CYCLE
INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REOUIREMENTS

DOCKET NOS. 50-353 AND 50-353

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS CHANGE REQUEST 92-03-0, DATED OCTOBER 15, 1992

OUESTION 1

Your submittal of October 15, 1992, references the establishment of an
ongoing trending program and briefly describes the elements of the
program. However, you stated that the trending program "will be
performed until such time as we determine that further evaluation is no
longer necessary." The requirements of Generic Letter (GL) 91-04 do not
provide for the discontinuing of the trending program at the licensee's
discretion. Further, continuing review of surveillance test results can
provide important data for the evaluation of system
performance / surveillance intervals that are suggested by the GL and 10
CFR 50.62. State if you plan to follow the above staff position.

RESPONSE

As committed in our October 15, 1992 Technical Specifications (TS)
Change Request for Limerick Generating Station (LGS), Units 1 and 2, the
LGS instrument surveillance program will include a review of each
calibration surveillance test that does not meet the " leave alone"
criteria (i.e., no calibration or adjustment required) of the
calibration surveillance test. Based on this review, a decision on the
appropriate calibration interval will be made. This decision will
consider such things as shortening the surveillance test interval,
changing the setpoint of the instrument, or leaving the surveillance
interval at 30 months. This program will be an ongoing program which
will continue to evolve as the program is implemented.

OUESTION 2

You have stated that the " General Electric Instrument Trending Analysis
System" (GEITAS) program referenced in your submittal is based on the
drift methodology included in General Electric (GE), " Instrumentation
Setpoint Methodology-Topical Report NEDC-31336." Provide a discussion
of the verification and validation process utilized by GE in developing
the GEITAS program for safety-related applications. You should include ;

a discussion of applicable standards and guidelines, including
differences from the standards used in development of the GEITAS
software (GE specific and ANSI /IEEE-ANS-7-4.3.2-1982, and or others).

RESPONSE

The GEITAS was developed under the provisions of the General Electric '

(GE) Nuclear Energy Quality Program, NEDO ll209-04A, Rev. No. 8, dated
March 31, 1989, following procedures which meet the intent of ANSI /IEEE-
ANS-7-4.3.2-1982.
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ENCLOSURE-

QUESTION 3

You have stated that you have not revised any 18-month setpoint or
acceptance criteria, since the projected 30-month drift values were
bounded by the existing acceptance criteria, rurther, that the GE
setpoint methodology has been used only for the determination of drifts.
Provide details as to what methodology was used for the original
setpoint calculations developed for Limerick. Also, discuss the
compatibility of both methodologies with regard to instrument drift
uncertainty. Specifically, state if the results of the GE drift
methodology is directly comparable to the existing Limerick drift
allowances with regards to extended surveillance intervals.

RESPONSE

I. The original methodologies used to determine instrument setpoints were
as follows.

A. For the general scope of supply, the General Electric (GE)
methodology for determining safety-related instrument
setpoints was used. Twenty (20) of these trip functions are
documented in the " General Electric Instrument Setpoint
Methodology Report" (i.e., NEDC-31336).

B. The Architect / Engineer's (Bechtel's) process for developing
the Balance of Plant setpoints for their scope of supplied
instrumentation was as follows.

1. The cognizant system engineer developed the process
setpoints and process tolerances based on the
instrument tolerances, vendor data, mechanical
calculations and/or engineering judgement.

2. Instrument tolerances were developed by the
appropriate technical group on the basis of vendor
supplied instrument performance data. These
tolerances accounted for instrument loop and
instrument accuracy, repeatability (i.e., hysteresis,
drift, and deadband), environmental effects (e.g., "

temperature and radiation) and seismic effects. The
basic tolerances were expressed as a percentage of the
process setpoint. For process setpoints that were
small relative to the instrument range (i.e., <20%), ,

conservatism was assured by establishing minimum
tolerances as a percentage of the total instrument
range.

3. Control Systems personnel reviewed the process
setpoints and process tolerances to verify their
adequacy against the instruments actually being
supplied. If necessary, Control Systems personnel
assisted the cognizant system engineer in revising
process setpoints or process tolerances or purchased
new instrumentation to support the required process
setpoint tolerance.

II. Our October 15, 1992 TS Change Request is based on the mathematical
methods for determining instrument drift used in the " General Electric
Instrument Setpoint Methodology Report" (i.e., NEDC-31336).

-2-
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This mathematical method was developed and justified in response to an r

NRC concern during the licensing of LGS, Units 1 and 2 (i.e., NRC Open ,

Item 5.4). As described in section 4.4 of NEDC-31336, the purpose of
this section was to present the results of the GE evaluation of field
data on the performance of Rosemount transmitters and trip units in
relationship to the design assumptions for drift embodied in sections 1
(i.e., " Instrument Setpoint Methodology") and 2 (i.e., " Instrument
Accuracy and Drift") of the report.

Our use of section 4.4 differs from the original use in NEDC-31336. GE
removed the various errors (e.g., measuring and test equipment,
temperature, and accuracy), which are inherent in the field data, from
the observed in-service difference term to determine the drift of the
instrument. GE demonstrated that the instrument setpoint methodology
appropriately handled the extension of vendor drift specifications. In
our October 15, 1992 TS Change Request, we were interested in the
maximum expected observed in-service dif ference of the instrument
setpoint on a 30-month surveillance test interval not the drift of the
instrument. Therefore, we have not identified or removed the various
errors contained in the field data. These errors are not affected by
extending the surveillance interval from a nominal eighteen (18) to ,

twenty-four (24) months.

OUESTION 4

Confirm that the vendor's maintenance and surveillance requirements have
been evaluated and found to be acceptable for a 24-month surveillance
interval.

RESPONSE

Our review of the preventive maintenance program, which is based on
vendor recommendations and operational history, has shown that a
24-month surveillance interval is acceptable.

OUESTION 5

In your submittal of October 15, 1992, you state that an historical.
search was performed on surveillance test results. Confirm that the
historical review also evaluated any applicable maintenance records ,

(e.g., corrective maintenance, INPO reports, service information letters
(SILs), etc.)

RESPONSE

The historical review included an evaluation of applicable maintenance
records and Operating Experience Assessment Program (OEAP) data. The
OEAP data includes information on General Electric SILs, INPO reports,
NRC Information Notices, and other pertinent sources of maintenance
information.

QUESTION 6

The referenced Rosemount drift report (D8900126) documenting a 30-month
drift term for transmitter models 1152, 1153, 1154, indicates that only
4 transmitters were included in the long-term testing program. The test
results show all 4 transmitters remained bounded by the published
stability specification for 30-months criteria. The staff feels that a

-3-
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total of 4 transmitters does not appear to provide a large enough sample
size to determine an accurate stability / drift specification for these
transmitters. Discuss the validity of using these test results as being
representative of the population performance of transmitter models 1152,
1153, and 1154. Further, discuss the applicability of the Rosemount
test for evaluating the present Limerick drift allowances over a 24-
month surveillance interval.

PESPONSE

The Rosemount test is similar to the type testing done for environmental
qualification of equipment and was used to specify the drift performance
of the nuclear qualified model 1100 series transmitters. The test was
also used by Rosemount to redefine the stability term as only including
the drift of the transmitter. The old term included both transmitter
accuracy and drift. This test is also an independent verification of
the results contained in section 4.4 of NEDC-31336, response to NRC.open
item 5.4, " Expanding Manufacturers Performance Specifications." Under
the section's conclusions (i.e., page 4-57, subparagraph 3) it is
stated, " Surveillance intervals up to twenty-four (24) months and beyond
are feasible for both the transmitters and trip units, without exceeding
design allowances." As can be seen from figure 4.4-4 on page 4-50 of
NEDC-31336, the as-found/as-left field data taken from both Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station (PBAPS), Units 2 and 3, and the Grand Gulf Plant-
support a calibration interval of thirty-three (33) months.

Based on the results of these two studies and the review of surveillance
test failures, we concluded that the collection of additional data to
support a change to a 24-month refueling cycle was not necessary.

OUESTION 7

You have stated that a 24-month surveillance interval for Bailey
instrumentation referenced under " Reactor Coolant and Containment
Leakage System Instrumentation" and " Monitoring Instrumentation," is
based on adequate performance for the 18-month surveillance interval.
Discuss this conclusion with regards to the requirements of GL 91-04.
Based on the lack of data, it would be expected that published vendor
drift specifications would be evaluated and expanded to a 30-month drift
term utilizing the referenced GE setpoint methodology. Discuss why this
approach was not taken for this instrumentation.

RESPONSE

The General Electric (GE) approach of expanding vendor's specifications
to 30-months was not used because, a review of the data shows that the
instruments have been operating for over five years with a Observed In
Service Difference (OISD) of zero, i.e., OISD = *as-left" of one
surveillance test minus "as-found" of next surveillance test. The only
non-zero OISD was between the first and second running of the
surveillance test on LGS, Unit 1 prior to 1985, and that difference was
only one degree.

Based on the above, we concluded that expanding the acceptance criteria
from the present 4*F would only delay detection of any deterioration of
the instrument loop.

-4-
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OUESTION 8

You have stated that GE-NUMAC steam leak detection instrumentation is
scheduled to be installed during the winter 1992-1993 outage. Confirm
that this equipment has been installed and that the justification for
extending the surveillance intervals for this instrumentation remains
valid. ;

RESPONSE

The GE-NUMAC steam leak detection instrumentation was replaced on both
LCS Unit 1 and Unit 2. The modification was engineered for a 24-month
operating cycle and as such, the justification for the extended
surveillance intervals remains valid.

OUESTION 9

You stated for the seismic monitoring instrumentation that a 30-month
drift value is provided by the vendor (Kinemetrics: Models FBA-3, SMA-3
and TS-3, Engdhal Model PAR 400). Provide a copy of the vendors
documentation or confirm that this information is identical to that
already submitted under the parallel Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station
Technical Specifications amendment request.

BESPONSE

A copy of the vendor's (i.e., Kinemetrica) letter is provided in
Attachment 1. The Engdhal model PAR 400 referenced in this submittal is
the same model as installed on the reactor vessel head at LGS, Units 1
and 2. By letter dated May 15, 1992, we submicted a TS Change Request
proposing that the calibration interval for the reactor head seismic
monitors at LGS be extended to accommodate a 24-month fuel cycle. The
request was approved by the NRC by letter dated August 20, 1992.

OUESTION 10

You have stated that the Loose Parts Monitoring (e.g., Attachment 1,
page 25) instrumentation has a more frequent calibration check than 18

'

months, not including sensors. State if the sensors are currently
included in the 18-month calibration. Also, describe the testing of the
sensors and provide a discussion of a 24-month surveillance extension.
(Include vendor information and/or sensor characteristics).

RESPONSE

The sensors (i.e., Accelerometers) are presently included in the 18-
month surveillance test. The test requires that the sensor be placed on
a shaker table and excited. If the sensor's reading is outside of the
leave alone zone, the sensor is replaced since they are non-adjustable.
Each Loose Parts Monitoring System channel is also functionally tested
to detect sensor deterioration as follows.

1. A quarterly test which takes a Fast Fourier Transform on each
input channel and compares the new trace to the last quarter's
test trace,

i

-5-
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2. A monthly test that verifies on scale readings for each input i
channel. ;

3. A weekly' test that verifies the sensor output with an audio check ,

of each channel. '

Attachment 2 provides a copy of the technical information for the i

sensors from the Loose Parts Monitoring System Instruction Manual at |
LCS. '

!
OUESTION 11 [

,

You have stated for the reactor core isolation cooling low pressure.
bearing oil temperature instrumentation that insufficient data points
were available for the GE drift program. Further, historical data is
identified as sufficient justification to extend the surveillance
interval. Discuss this conclusion with regards to the guidance given by i
GL 91-04. Also discuss why vendor information was not.used when i

projecting a 30-month drift term. ;

RESPONSE- .

.

Vendor information could not be used to extend the surveillance interval
for 30-months; the vendor is-not willing to document supplemental
information beyond the published technical data. .However,1at LGS
these switches are functionally checked monthly to show operability.

.

There is no allowable value for these switches specified-in'the LGS TS. *

We therefore concluded that maintaining the present acceptance criteria
would be conservative and will allow the trending program.to detect any ,

deterioration of the instrument at the earliest.possible time.

OUESTION 12
;

We understand that the suppression chamber water temperature indication ,'loops have been recently installed on the remote shutdown panel, and
that as a consequence, an insufficient number of. data points are
available to satisfy the GE drift analysis. Further,'your submittal
states that to date, surveillance calibration has been satisfactory and I

within existing surveillance drift allowances. Discuss the reasons why ,

'
-vendor information was not used to determine'the acceptability of a 24-
month surveillance interval for this instrumentation, utilizing
reference to the guidance of GL 91-04. Also, note and discuss.why the
referenced intervals and the limited available data for this
instrumentation provide a drift value that gives adequate assurance that

,

the representative instrument drift will remain within the tolerance ;
limits for the entire surveillance interval.

fRESPONS5

Expanding the vendors specification to a 30-month drift term utilizing |

the referenced General Electric (GE) setpoint methodology yields a value=
of 4.3'F. Linearly expanding the maximum observed difference between ,

the as-left and as-found values from the 18-month surveillance test- -

:

I

|

!
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yields a 30-month value of 4.2*F. Both of these values are within the
present leave alone zone of 5*F. Therefore, based on the projected
drift number being less than the present " leave alone zone" value, we
conclude that the present allowance will be more than sufficient for the
additional seven and a half months between surveillance tests.

These approaches were not used in the original October 15, 1992 TS
Change Request because: 1) the GE methodology was not approved at the
t ime , and 2) the small amount of data for the linear projection. The
original determination of the suitability of a 24-month surveillance
interval was based on the following.

1. A review of the 18-month surveillance data showed that the '

instrumentation was operating within the vendor's six month
specifications.

,

2. The proposed increase in the surveillance interval was only seven -!
and a half months.

1

3. Other instruments from the same manufacturer were evaluated and
found to be acceptable for the 24-month surveillance interval.

OVESTION 13

The data for the downscale and high voltage trip instrumentation for the e

primary containment gaseous radiation monitor were not evaluated for ,
,

drift using the GE drift methodology. Based on successful calibration
data over a period of 46 months you determined that a 24-month ,

surveillance interval would be acceptable. Discuss why vendor data was ;

not used to project a 30-month drift term for this instrumentation and <

how the present drift evaluation satisfies the requirements of GL 91-04. ;

RESPONSE i

'

These trip units have'been operating for periods greater than the
proposed 30-month surveillance interval and remained within the present
requirements. These trip units do not have an allowable value specified
in the LGS TS. Therefore, we concluded that expanding the-present

,

acceptance criteria (by expanding the vendor's data to 30-months) would
only delay detection of any deterioration of the trip units.

OUESTION 14

You have stated in your submittal that GE-NUMAC equipment is utilized
for various radiation monitoring loops. Provide documentation that
supports the proposed extended 24-month survellinnce interval. State if
this documentation provides for a 30-month ex; on for the sensor i

interval. Also, if the sensor is not included the GE documentation |
provide a discuseion as to the acceptability of extending the sensors' !
surveillance interval to 24-months. I

I

-7-
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RESPONSE

The instruments are functionally tested on a more frequent basis.
During these surveillance tests, an installed source is used to verify
the proper operation of the instrument channel. Based on the more
frequent test of the complete instrument loop, we concluded that
extending the surveillance interval for the sensor is acceptable.

OUESTION 15

You have stated that the existing Bailey recorders for the refueling and
ventilation exhaust duct radiation monitoring instrumentation are being
replaced with instrumentation that satisfies the drift requirements for
a 30-month surveillance interval. Provide written confirmation of the
30-month drift interval specification for this instrumentation.

RESPONSE

As can be seen from the attached technical data sheets provided in
Attachment 3 for the Westronics series 2100 recorder, Westronics does
not normally specify a drift specification. A Westronics representative
has confirmed that the drift value for a 30-month interval is 0.25% of
full scale. The present surveillance test allowance is 0.5% of full
scale.

As a result of a control room instrument design review only one-half of
the Bailey refueling and ventilation radiation recorders were replaced.
A program to remove the remaining Bailey recorders and use the new
Westroncis recorders to handle their functions is presently in
development.

These instrument channels presently have a more frequent functional
surveillance test requirement. During these tests the recorder
operation is verified. Therefore, extending the calibration interval
for the Bailey recorders until the results of the program are
implemented will have little, if any, affect on instrument availability.

OUESTION 16

We understand that the hydraulic control unit pressure switches were
found to exceed the surveillance test allowance for 18-months and that
you addressed this problem through a TS change request revising the
setpoint as suggested by GE SIL No. 429. Currently the TS require that
the pressure in the scram accumulators be checked every 7 days. Is the
pressure read by the operator independent from the pressure switch?
Provide confirmation that the appropriate procedures (indicate
appropriate pages) have been revised to reflect the TS setpoint change.

RESPONSE

The reading that the operator takes is independent of the pressure
switch. The applicable Surveillance Test (ST) procedures, " Calibration
Surveillance of HCU Pressure Switches," and "The Weekly Operator Reading
of the HCU Pressure Gauges," have been revised to reflect the TS change.
The weekly test requires the operator to adjust the pressure as
necessary for a reading between 1050 and 1150 psig.

-8-
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OUESTION 17

State if the NUMAC steam detection and radiation monitoring
instrumentation has been installed as a modification to the plant under
the 10CFR50.59 process. If these modifications have been performed,
provide a copy of the applicable 10CFR50.59 evaluation (steam leak
only).

RESPONEg

The NUMAC steam detection and radiation monitoring instrumentation has
been installed as a modification to LGS, Units 1 and 2, under the
10CFR50.59 process.

The IOCFR50.59 evaluation for the steam leak detection modification is
provided in Attachment 4.

OUESTION 18

Provide the resulting drift term probability and confidence interval as
determined by the GE methodology. Identify if the
probability / confidence interval is 95/95 or 95/50. Also, state if the
resulting drift term, as determined by the GE drift methodology, is a
two-sigma, single-sided term.

,

i

RESPONSE

our program determined the expected maximum shift in the as-found
,

reading with a 95% probability and a high confidence interval. We did
not determine the appropriate sample size necessary for any specific
confidence interval. We used all data points available for a given
model instrument since the startup of LGS, Units 1 and 2. (Notes data
from PBAPS was included provided the operating and design requirements
permitted).

i

|

|

!
l
|
;

i
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Supporting Documentation for Responding
to Question No. 9
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KI N E M E T R f CS

f June 3,1992
x

& John Camlan

k Phildelphia Electric

j> Mail Stop 63A-1
965 Chesterbrook Blvd.

f Wayne, PA 19087

M
g Subject: Applicability of Kinemetrics' instrumentation to a 30-month calibration interval with

specific comments regarding Kinemetrics' Model TS-3 (and TS-3A) Triaxial Switches.4
a
M

3 Reference: Request by Steve Kincaid (Philadelphia Electric) on June 2,1992 for transmittal of
is this information to you.

Dear Mr. Carolan,
;

} The design of the Kinemetdes Model SMA-3 Strong Motion Accelemgraph System is in full
j accordance with'USNRC Reg. Guide 1.12 (1974), ANSI ANS 2.2-1978 and ANSI ANS 2.2-1988

9 (ANSI standards published by the American Nuclear Society). Certainly, in those few points where
j the exact letter of the ANSI standard is not met, it has been clearly shown that the intent has been

met. Both ANSI ANS 2.2 standards provide for monthly channel checks, semi-annual maintenance
and calibation every 18-months or at refueling (i.e. 24 months).

3
a
4
2 For the past 10+ years Kinemetrics has provided preventative maintenance and calibration services for

d SMA-3 systems to a large number of U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. We have witnessed a
E high degree of stability in the operation the SMA-3 accelerographs with relatively few instrumentation
j failures. However, during plant operation, the most difficult equiptnent to access is most often the >

Kin:metdes Model FB A-3 remote triaxial accelerometer package or the Kinemetrics Model TS-3

j remote triaxial trigger / switch package. Tims, for extended plant operation, the lack of inspection ;

capability for this equipment is of greatest concem.
4

i Between the two, the FBA-3 is of lesser concem. Its de drift can be monitored in the monthly channel
checks. Further, the historical periodic calibration record for th: FBA-3 is quite good; with little i:

change in sensitivity, natural frequency or damping charactedstics between calibration intervals.3
o

The TS-3, on the other hand, has been scrutinized in two areas: 1) drift in the acceleration setpoint,

k between calibration intervals and,2) the appropriateness of secondary calibration of the trigger / switch

!i acceleration setpoint using the Kinemetrics Model FC-1 Field Calibrator unit.
I
h Secondary Calibration ,

)
) The Kinemetrics Model TS-3 Triaxial Seismic Triggers / Switches are accurate to +/-20% of the

selected setpoint when calibrated through secondary means. Unlike the remote FBA-3 sensors, there isy

] no way from month-to-month to remotely monitor the sensor characteristics in the TS-3 package other

|
I

KINEMETRICS/ SYSTEMS,222 VISTA AVENUE, PASADENA. CA 91107 - (B18) 795-2220 - TELEX 67-5402 KMETICS PSD - FAX (818) 795-0868
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John Carolan y

>
- June 3,1992

Page 2 of 3
?

,
' I

a
s ,

2 than an overall functional test of the device; and that, only if the SMA-3 Control Panel is fitted with a ;

1 Seismic Trigger Test Button. .;

The electromagnetic type staners used in these instruments were analyzed by the Eanhquake
Engineering Research Laboratory at Caltech. Their results were published in report No. EERL 70-04. :*

. In comparing primary calibration data with secondary calibration data using Kinemetrics' field ,

~

calibrator unit, tNs repon concludes that there is a systematic error on the order of 10%. Considering |
that the acceleration input signals generated through sinusoidal shake table testing are, by definition,
not zero period acceleration (ZPA), it is arguable that the term " error" may more appropriately be :

referred to as a " difference". Then, perhaps the secondary calibration method more accurately?

'determines ZPA set points. Ilowever, others will argue that, although canhquakes are not sinusoidal,>

sinusoidal testing is the best approximation for purposes of calibrating seismic instrumentation. Other
methods for calibrating seismic instmmentation have been developed (i.e. power spectral density >

measurement), but, are not widely accepted throughout the earthquake engineering community. As a ,

safety factor, Kinemetrics conservatively declares a possible error of 20% for its electromagnetic I

- devices when calibrated in a secondary manner using the field calibrator unit. Besides being
Kinemetrics' recommended method, secondary calibration of electromagnetic triggers is the industry

,
- standard practice for sensors of this type. A copy of the EERL repon is included with this transmittal

for your reference.

Drift in the acceleration setpoint ,

Kinemetrics recently concurred with Pacific Gas & Electrics' (Diablo Canyon) initial findings that the ;

expected drif t between calibration periods is on the order of 10-15% in addition to the 20% allowed :

ierror in setpoint determination and the temperature effects.
a

For Seismic Triggers (0.005 to 0.05g), moderate sensor drift is of minor concem. Both ANS 2.2 l

standards allow activation in the range of 0.005 to 0.02g. Thus, the accelerograph is cenain to trigger
long before the acceleration levels are of engineering interest.

I

For Seismic Switches (0.025g to 0.25'g), the matter of drift is of greater concem; since, the switches :

are commonly used to annunciate alarms for OBE exceedance. |

The concem of drift can be substantially offset through primary calibration of the seismic switch i

^ devices. Dynamic shake testing to adjust and calibrate the setpoints will conservatively decrease the

declared error to 110%.

11 should be noted that there are other factors not accounted for which can have a discernable effect on .
the measured setpoint reading taken by the technician; including cultural background noise such as
rotating equipment, heavy machinery, etc., air current flow across the mass of the device under test
and the rate of change at which the technician dials in the Model FC-1 Field Calibrator unit -

,

ACCCLERATION POT. These are all difficult to quantify and control in practice and may,in fact,
account fer the bulk of what is called " drift" between calibration periods.

. . _ _ = _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._. _ -
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I[ All of the above notwithstanding, the historical performance of the SMA-3 FM Cassette' Recording

j- Suong Motion Accelerograph System coupled with our knowledge of the its design lead us to state 3

that the SMA-3 is properly engineered to operate in a calibratable manner during the proposedy
q additional 6 months in the extended calibration interval of 24-30 months, given that: 1) TS-3 Seisic
; Switches are dynamically shake tested to reduce the setpoint error to 110% and,2) site maintenance

and calibration procedures are re-visited to provide a tightening of the " leave-as-is" parameters to,.

insure that a more " highly tuned" system goes into operation at each calibration interval. '

+ >

!

s Optional Strone Motion Instrumentation For Extended Plant Operation
'

,

,

The Kinemetrics Model SSA-3 Digital Solid State Time History Accelerograph, the most authoritative
of the seismic instrumentation identified in ANS 2.2, permits response spectra calculations and plotting !

'

to be performed on-site following an earthquake event. When system integrated with the Kinemetrics
Model SSP-1 Playback Computer it is possible, using spreadsheet parameters preprogrammed into the4

computer by plant engineers, to automatically perform the response spectra calculations, EPRI CAV
analysis, OBE analysis and plot the earthquake response spectra vs. the plant design criteria within
minutes. The Kinemetrics Model SSA-3 is designed to directly retrofit the SMA-3 rack mount panels.

,

The remote 1-BA-3 sensor packages and the existine cablim: all directly mate to the newer ;

instrumentation. Perhaps more importantly for your application and,in light of the preceding
idiscussion, the newer technology obsoletes the TS-3 triggers since, each accelerograph mcord section

,

has an intemal digital trigger algorithm which directly monitors each channel out of the assigned
remote accelerometer package. Tims, the use of solid state technology greatly improves the plant's ;

post-event performance, recorded data quality, permits a reduction in the instrumentation to be
operated and maintained and, provides redundancy in the triggering operation.' |

? Obviously, for extended plant operation Kinemetrics would prefer to see the digital solid state
instrumentation used over the analog FM cassette instmmentation for the reasons stated above.

II appreciate the opportunity to discuss the application of Kinemetrics' instrumentation for your project.
Please let me know if any further information is required. ;

Sincerely,

~ .
,

/

Rod Merrill
Manager of Services ,

|

RAM lpc

enclosures: noted

cc: John Dichl, Vice-President, Kinemetrics, Inc. 4

lan Standley, Manager of Engineering, Kinemetrics, Inc. ,

!
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#y MODELS..

fj 2273AM1
'|, 2273AM20

;
- '

1
'" "C " SouC' o^'^ Op. rot. to -

. 5_ 700* F (370* C)
o

.

..'o .l, 3 f.
ISOBASE8 HIGH '!

'

', f
'

'; ,; j;.!N p , pr'- - ''
. TEMPERATUREn o rustr

.

ACCELEROMETER

b

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Ae Model 2273AM1 is a precision accelerometer designed
for measuring the shock and vibration of structures in the
presence of moderately high radiction levels while subjected
to temperatures up to 700* F. Incorporating PIEZlTES .e
Element P-14 sensing elements, the accelerometer operates #

over the temperature range -65'F to 700*F (-54*C to 371*C) {-

with essentially flot charge temperature response.
.

SISOBASE construction provides mechanical isolation of the
seismic element from bending strains in the mounting base, resulting in a very . low strain
sensitivity heretofore available only in sheor-type transducers. The sensing 'eleinent is

jinsulated from case to minimize the effects of ground loops. These features assure occurate
i

and reliable dato at high temperatures in o rodiotion environment. The Model 2273AM20
is a top connected version of the 2273AM1.

{
The Models 2273AMI and 2273AM20 are self-generating piezoelectric transducers and
require no external power for operation.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR MODELS 2273AM1 and 2273AM20 ACCELEROMETERS
(According to ANSI and ISA Standards) -

DYNAMIC
!

I Charge Sensitivity 10.0 1pC/g2
.

Voltage Sensitivity * 12 mV/g, nominal

Mounted Resonance Frequency 27,000 13000 Hz

Frequency Response * 0%/Ref./5% nominal at 2/100/5000 Hz
Transverse Sensitivity 3% maximum,1% typical
Amplitude Linearity, Rcsige Sensitivity increases approximately

1% per 1000 g, O to 3000 g

Page 1 of 4
6/75
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR MODELS 2273AM1 and 2273AM20 ACCELEROMETERS

ELECTRICAL

- . Transducer Capacitance 660 *100 pF at 72*F (22*C)

Tromducer Resistance * - 100 MQ minimusii'at 72*F (22*D);
~

10 MO minimum at 700*F,'(371*C)

Insulation Resistance Signal retum insulated from case.
] 10 MQ minimum at 72*F (22'C);

*

J 1 MO minimum at 700*F. (371*C).

] TYPICAL CHARGE-TEMPERATURE RESPONSE -

The curve shows the.

I -- nominal charge-
'

.l temperature response of
d.

-#'

# the Models 2273AMI and
. 2F3AM20.

r , e m .. a m a .m a m
'C 24 .W |p '~ 93 .W 3D6 M, 3M . 3P1f

.

The curve shows the
TYPICAL CHARGE FREQUENCY RESPONSE nominal charge-frequency

.m respome.
'

Estimated calibration
errors: -p* . . . . . -

S to 1000 Hz: *1. 5%4
' " . " , , 1000 to 10000 Hz: 2.5%

'" ""

- -

|

| NOTES

1. Use Endeveo charge emplifier Series 2700.
{

2. With 200 pF external copocitance. '

3. In shock measurements, minimum pulse duration for half sine or triengular pulses
.should exceed 0._2 milliseconds to avoid excessive high frequency ringing. See *

~~
;

Endevco8 Pieze&diric Accelerometer Instruction Manual. ]
4. Because of the low resistance of high temperature, the signal conditioner must be

capoble of operating with the specified shunt resistance. See Note 1.

CAUTION: Moosure resistance with 100 V de maximum at room temperature,
and not more then 3 V de at elevated temperatures.

.

Page 2
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2273AM1
2273AM20

j

Tolerances: .XX (X.X) = 0.03 ( 0.8)
Dimensions in inches and (millimetres). .XXX (X.XX) = 0.010 ( 0.25)

PHYSICAL \

Design Single-ended Compression, ISOBASE*
Weight

*

2273AM1: 32 grams (1.1 oz ) nominal;-- -

2273AM20: ~34 groms (1.2 oz ) nominal.
Crpstol Mateiial ' ~

PIEZlTE'~ Element Type P-14 "

Case Material inconel, dark oxide finish
__ xConnector Type Coaxial,10-32 thread, with safety wire holes. ^

Mounting
Topped hole for 10-32 x 1/8 inch mounting stud. *

-
- .

Recommended mounting torque: 18 lbf-in. (2 Nm).| 7
1 id

Safety wire holes are provided in base and connector.
Accessories included Model 3075M6-36 coexiol hardline cable eisein5!y7

''

;
with fibreglass insulation over cable, 3 ft (0.9 m) with '~

cable plugs on each end, each with safety wire holes.
Minimum bend radius is 0.75 in. (19 mm). #Model 2981-3 Mounting Stud (10-32), or Model 2981-4 ,

'

(M5 metric). -

Accessories Available Model 3090 Series extension cable assemblies, 1
503*F (260*C). -

- m
.

~
.

- (

~|

Pope 3..
'
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- SPECIFICATIONS FOR MODELS 2273AMI and 2273AM20

-

"NVIRONMENTAL

Accelemtion Limits Vibration: 500 g pk in any direction
Shock: 3000 g pk in any dir'ection

.

Temperature Range -6S*F 'to 700* F (-54*C to 371*C)
'

(short connector during storoge at elevated
temperatures)

Altitude Not offected

Humidity Sealed by glossdo cetal fusion and welding

Strain Sensitivity 0.5 equivalent g, nominol, at 250 y strain

Endevco* occelerometers of
been subjected.to 6.2 x 10 gimilar design havej integrated Gamma Flux

I
rod,'

'

without degradotion.
.._ ..._.... ., .. .._, . . . ,,.

Integrated Neutron F vx Endevco8occelerometers of similar design have .
been subjected to' 3.7 x 1018 gama

without degrodotion.

critinued product improvement necessitates that Endevco reserve the right to modify these
specifications without notice.

.

RELIABILITY: Endevco maintains a program of constant surveillance over all products to
ensure a high level of reliability. This program includes attention to reliability factors
during product design, the support of stringent Quality Control requirements, and
compulsory corrective action procedures. These measures, together with conservative
specifications, have made the nome Endevco synonymous with reliability.

CAllBRATION: Eoch accelerometer is calibrated at room temperature for charge
- sznsitivity of approximately 100 Hz and 5 g pk. Capacitance, maximum transverse

s;nsitivity, frequency response from 20 to 4000 Hz, and resonance frequency plot is
supplied. Copacitance, resistance, and percent change in charge sensitivity at
72*F (22"C), 400*F (204*C) and 700*F (371*C) are also provided. Other calibrotions
'crofovoilable on special order; see Calibration Service Bulletin No. 301.

-

s

-
y ,. 2 . ~

U.S. Potent No. 3 060 333 opplies to th'is transducer.

]
Page 4
6/75
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Series 2100 ='1.eer.

= Deta
- sheet -Miniature Programmable Recorder.

Westronics Senes 2100 Miniature
Programmable Recorder integrates f.

& Mf.. [. im,gt,
;n

hthe technologies of micro-processors, f2s
analog-to-digital converters, h!gh- {[(!, Q - g

' ~-speed printers, and hi-tech packag- . ~ it:h ' 7.g g
bing The resultant instrument provides

" * " ~ ~ " * * *+-~-a~~~you with a oigital continuous wnting
recorder, a digital indicator, and a
data logger, all within a compact

I 144mm x 144mm space-saving
package.

The Recorder will measure and proc-
ess up to four direct inputs (voltage. .

, ,,

v.1.. ~. . ., ., , ..[* M ,~,,current, thermocouple, and RTD) with
. h- , huM1...-,up to five add tional external or

calculated points for logging, trend-
' ~ ~ ~ '

ing, or data manipulation. If direct .,

inputs are not desired, the instrument . . . . . . . . . ,

# "
will also accept up to nine points from ~ Y.~ * *

''
a combination of external and cal- -

%,,, **
culated points.

Programmable functions are ac-
cessed through five menus: DISPLAY,
SELECT, PROGRAM, LOG, and Features
PRINTER ON/OFF. Each menu level
featwes easrtaronow prompts that * Input Flexibility - Accepts voltage, current, RTDs,
simphfy operation and programming.

and thermocouples
The Series 2100 Recorder a!so pro-
vides several options that you may * Networking - Communicates with a PC individually
require for your specific apphcation- or within a recorder network
These options include: Alarm Con-
tacts. Serial interface Port (RS232C * Calculations - The ability to do peak, valley,
or RS485/RS422), and a Remote totalization, and selectable time averages
Control Package.

* Power Failure Protection - EEPROM indefinitely vThis Technical Data Sheet provides
just a sampling of the features and protects defined variables from loss of power
benefits that the Series 2100

Four-color bargraph d, splay availablei*Recorder affords. For additional infor.
mation, contact your local Westronics as an option
Representative and request a hands-

Seismic Qualified - IEEE 3441975on demonstration. *
i

.

Westronics
A Baker Hughes company

. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ ___
,I
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Designed with the operator in mind . . .
, ,

-

\
~s ., y" " '

Select any one of five menu levels
' g.,..h % .w..%w of operation . . .
$5

. r
..
i

.N Display Menu - Enab'es se'ection
'

for display any one of the fo!!ow;ng:
Point Informaton, Alarm Lim:ts, Chart
Speed, Time-of-Day, and Software

'tT A. ~~ ~ ' -
*

Version Number.t

Select Menu - Enables selection off,Q the most commonly used tasks with-
_ ,

j ~/ *

(..;t having to program the instru-
!

,, ,3:: ment. These tasks include: Reset
"[.~ip- Point, Pont Scale, Bypass, Activate

'

4 . M' and Trena Points. Chart Speed, Rate
|

Control Panel - Easy-to-read display and convenient access to all controls A| rm St tus, A| arm St tus, Bargraph
, for operation and programming Status, and BLnk Setpoint Status. This
j level may be passcode protected.
|

|

Program Menu - Enables pro-, , , m ,. . , ;,
,. .s y r.g p- ,p _

;. gramming of a!i points and operating, , , ,

u,.g sexa wp.4 gaa.eu cuea parameters. Menu-dnven promptsu, >, c , ;

i j i simphty the programming task. This3

| j/ \i ij 'evel may be passcode protected.i i i i i i-
| '

\ j e 1 : * *. :' -

n'
| Log Menu - Enables the immediate
3

).| g , , eit ,j.i ! "/" 'l 'i pnnt':,9 of the following logs: Log Alli,

) . e ,c. 4co. e,:%.y : .my p-c a o scaa.e Points, Log Prograrn, and Log Profile. -

| / | Log All Points can be programmed
.

|
'

7 ij
' ' ' i i to print at spec;f<ed times (Intervali i i - i

( | Log) or when a point goes into a! arm
' "* "

1 \ (Aiarm Event Log). Cancel Log dis-
v -

c'. --, 3 ,- c: e4 :.M ''
i; ables any log in progress.> i i

noci . . ame. i . s.aoa . oon,, s.oonc . o nac,
1 . . ~

^[ Printer On/Off - This menu con-
'

\ j
\, ij (i trols the status of the printer., iy i i i ,- .i

.

Sampia of Pnntaut

r-
LOG P R O G R Ft f1

02:19:50 UNIT 52100 02:20:C OCT 2LU
INFJi FDP.is
+4+..+...,44

,. ; N ' , , . _ r pg. _ ,_. _g .;
.. *t ;t. t

,

.m:-

.. ............ . ... ....... ....... .... ...............
O1 E - o

o. _-
- :E:,r

g j ._ . .: e_.

,,
o1 w ., .s. . p,: =

.
,

, ,,

o4 .. :v c .

oC i ~ *, . . ~ ^ a. " ~

' ,,, ._

MTH EDIhT5
...........
. p.: r-. .c . T . : p. .

_... j ~ - _,.,;,.,1 v. c g c.,- 2.,-, .

____.--. . ._ .._..... ___..._. . ....__.___..... _

| U Mh: : - iz; .- : ,

Sample of Log Program
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Options that make sense . . . ;
.

Communications - The Communications SI/O Interface Package offered _ .. m

as an option with the Series 2100 Recorder is designed to meet your tota! l~

#' I.

f/" wmmunication needs. The Package provides you with the abihty to com-
municate via switch selectable RS232C, RS485, or a modified RS422 SI/O
interiace with no special software required.

31 Senes 2100 Recorders to a PC for a cor piete data gathenng network. The
-

@Networking - Using the RS422 or RS485 interface, you can connect up to
1

j
'

recorders can be located anywhere within a 4,000 foot (1,212 meters) loop ,

hafrom the computer.

SI/O Interface Switches - Just set
the switches for the interface you
need.

. .. . - . .,~s 1
-

f[gf .f&g|Q&Qf ;,[1; -- m

p- o]E m {;m]r m -Umi m w --

:.
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Typical Network Layout - From 1 to 31 recorders

Seismic Qualification - The Series 2100 Recorder has been tested and ~ W R. |,. --
# .,-.#p:# y;1

certified that it meets IEEE 3441975 " Recommended Practices for Seismic |I ' @#==#"~~'
.

/Quahfication of Clacs 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating Stations,"
Nuclear Power Engineering Committee of the IEEE Power Engineering Society, 'i; - ;.f j _ -

'

t ,

' R ; -h, d11975. -

. . v :=,:::, 1-- ,
'"3 (c '";:: "*

L s,

Special Control Documentation Program . The Series 2100 is available s:4 7 :;c W (

K..]y'y ' f . $. gK N2 i :Aunder the auspices of 10CFR50 Appendix B and 10CFR21. Contact the Factory
,

for details. .. . . # . c-y

4. . , p .c.
'

;
. .. 1

,

.cLtA # * yg, g . < ..+ .

&&ii : h
: 44us _ N;y$g

~

.
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Seismic Qualification Test Report -
Available on request

*
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OPERATIN3
input Signals Voltage: 0 to 50n#. O to 100mV. O to 1 Volt, O to 5 Volts.1 to 5 Volts

Current: 4 to 20mA,10 to 50mA
Thermocouple: J. K. T. E, R, S B, C. NicrosiLNisil and Nickel-Nickel Moly
RTD: 10 ohm Co,100 ohm Pt. and 120 ohm Ni

input Accuracy 005% mV and Vdc; 01% mA; 11* TC; 10.5* RTD
Trended Accuracy 10 25% of Full Scale (2 Pnnthead Dots)

Input impedance 210 rnegohms
input Capacity Standard. Up to 4 direct, up to 5 calculated

Optional: slo option provides up to 9 computer generated inputs less numter of direct
or calculated inputs.

Scan Rate All points scanned twice a second (500mS)

Common Mode Voltage 250Vdc or peak Vac
Common Mode Noise Rejection 100 db at Vdc 50 c,r 60 Hz

Normal Mode Noise Rejection 50 db at 50 or 60 Hz
RFi Rejection Designed to SAMA standard PMC 33.1, Class 1 & 2
Une Filtering Designed to SAMA standard PMC 33.2 Draft 4 titled. " Susceptibility of Iniustria! Process Control

instrumentation to Power Main Disturbances" (Class 3. Bands, A. 8, and C, or equivalent)

PRINTER AND CHART
Writing System Fixed 401-dot thermal array pnnthead

Printed Resolution 100 dots / inch honzontally,144 dots / inch vertically

Print Scalings 1 per point (direct and indirect)
Chart Paper Ext 3nded retention thermal paper. roll,65 feet

CHART SPEEDS Standard Metric
Programmable in the following increments: Programmable in the following increments:
0.125 in/hr to 1 in/hr in 0.125 in. increments imm/hr to 10mm/hr in imm increments
1.0 in/hr to 10 n/hr in 05 in. increments 10mm/hr to 50mm/hr in 5mm increments
10 in/hr to 60in/br in 1.0 in. increments 50mm/hr to 500mmlhr in 10mm increments

500mm/hr to 1500mm/hr in 100mm increments
DISPLAY

Display 20 character,5x7 dot matnx display with four 10' eten ent bargraphs in vacuum fluorescent display

Display Update Rate 1 to 60 seconds programmable
117/230Vac.10%,50/60 Hz s.n-Power 1

""**I '

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature 32* to 122* F (0* to 50* C) . . . _ _ |

- --
s,

Operating Humidity 10% to 90% RH noncondensing +
_,

Storage Temperature ' -4* to 158' F (-20* to 70* C) 'M
Storage Humidity 0 to 100% RH "?ncondensing _ [ (mmm)

WEIGHT <20 lbs. (< 9 kg ) ("4mm) .

CLOCK Synchronized to line frequency with
' "a backup circu:t to sustain clock I+ C'

for a minimum of 24 hours
~

without AC line power _

OUTPUT _ su eP=m)
#Common Alarm 250Vdc or peak Vac at 100mA

2. wire Transmitter Power Supply 24Vdc at 200mA h
OPTIONS

Additional Alarm Contr.s Four programmable solid state Form C
Communication interface SiO RS232C, RS422 (modified), RS485. switch selectable

Remote Package Alarm Acknowledge. Chart On/Cff. Alarm Reset, Chart Speed Hi/Lo. and Event Markers (4)

Reduced Width Bezel (138mm > 138mm) bezel

Westroncs rmplementatron of new developments and product smprovements may result in specittcation changes in this document.

ShsS Westronics,Inc. . PO. Box 961003 Fort Worth, Texas 761610003 . U.S.A.
Phone 817/625-2311 Fax 8171625-1068A Bawr Hupes company

WBStro nics Europe Ltd. Unii 15 . Chamber >ayne Road . Bury Si. edmonds . Surtoik iP32 7ev . engia,d g ;

Phone 44/02B4-704805 . Fax 44/0284-762932 i

A Baker Huyes company

Ti 1123.01
Litho U S A. 01991 Westronice, Inc. - Fort Worth Texas 1/91

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
- --

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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g;/f PE OUTGOING O
b g'/b TIME: AM INCOMING OCALL D ATE:

"d//O O# ! # '

SUBJECT:

BETWEEN: PECO AND

/k kif Vi/!Vb0}) 01/

{. OhA||[S / -

SUMMARY: IM lod T *-7Ad/782 /' //gffM' hD/,
~ ,
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Ti. I. SUBJECT
:

M
fl- This modification replaces the Riley Temperature Monitoring ,

Instrumentation associated with the Steam Leak Detection System

j' (SLDS) at Limerick Generating Station Unit I with General Electric
,.

' Co. (GE) Nuclear Measurement Analysis and Control (NUMAC) Leak
'

[ Detection Monitors (LDM's). These monitors.are part of GE
:;[ microcomputer based instrument family designed for various

applications in nuclear power plants. This modification also makes
'd@ changes to the power feeds of the SLDS, and replaces RHR ;

'. '

46 temperature switch TSH-51-151 . The reasons for the changes are

"h given below in the Discussion Section.

41.i j
II. 50.59 DETERMINATION:R, <

c::. - |
j! The replacement of the existing steam leak detection

Q instrumentation with NUMAC LDM's has the following effects on the .

-

'

|f
four considerations for determining whether or not a safety

L' evaluation must be prepared: ,

i s':
f7 1. Does the activity recuire a Technical Specification change or i

c a..

@)
i

iother Operating License amendment?
m.y !

No. This modification only replaces the hardware associated !
', -i
':: with existing steam leak detection instrumentation and RHR

!./[ temperature switch TSH-51-151. LGS Technical Specifications !' '

? Sections 3/4.3.1, 3/4.3. 2, 3/4.6.1.4 and associated Bases and |

% Tables 3.3. 2-1, 3. 3. 2-2, 3.3.2-3 and 4.3.2.1-1 have been '

5.",' reviewed. This modification will not affect the ability to
comply with the Technical Specifications requirements, and no^'*

additional requirements will be required to address the new,

: '

-.
equipment or modified design. Therefore, a Technical

f
,' , Specification change or other Operating License amendment is

'W not required. ,

2. Does the activity make changes to the facility as described in hh. I
the SAR?-

.b' .- j

#4 Yes. This' modification will replace the Riley Temperature. ;..

Monitoring Instrumentation used -in the Steam . Leak Detection : !

System (SLDS) as described in. the SAR with GE NUMAC LDM's'. ;*,

This modification also makes design changes to the SLDS; i
E-
|6 - however, the design function of this system will remain the !

same. The plant physical changes and the SLDS design changes |
A are described below in. the Discussion Section. A License

'

'@ Document Change Notice (LDCN No. LOO 318), which describes th'e
changes to the plant, has been initiated. .

.

L .-
;n. :
N. ;

.

S :

*
. . . . . . . . -

,. . . , . . -. -. - . . _ . _ . . . . . . . .
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Does the activity make channes to procedures as describedf. 3.
in the SAR? '

.L; -

d .'.

No. This modification does not make changes to the procedures |1:

[ as described in the SAR. Station approved procedures for
'

!
3d operations and Maintenance /I&C surveillance tests will be
$j revised however, to reflect the operation of the new NUMAC |

j/3 LDM's. A separate 10CFR50.59 Review to address the changes to
ithe af fected procedures will be performed by the station:
;$} Maintenance /I&C personnel.

g
M)[. _Does the activity involve tests or experiments not describedm

4.

M in the Jg 7 i

M '.. No. This modification does not involve any tests or
%j- experiments not described in the SAR. This modification only

-|

li'|
,3i replaces the Riley Temperature Monitoring Instrumentation

associated with the SLDS with NUMAC LDM's. ;A
$ '

III. 50.59 SAFETY EVALUATION'

f:'" :i The accident analyses described in UFSAR Section 6.3 andA.fA Chapter 15 were reviewed to evaluate 1;he following:@ '

p:
1. May the probability of occurrence of an' accident

'.9 previous 1v evaluated in the SAR be increased? j

M
No. A portion of the SLDS causes closure of the. Maini tt-G ,

Q Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) on a steam leak signal.
'

N This transient, described in Section 15.2.4 of Chapter |M .'
!

15, may alsc occur due to a SLDS equipment malfunction.
Since this modification only replaces the existing analog |m,

Q'. . Riley temperature monitoring instrumentation with more j
J-~;i reliable and accurate equipment lessening the probability' '3 of malfunction (see B.1) and no changes to the design {
11 function of the SLDS will be made, the replacement cannot }

Q[:;. increase the occurrence of this transient. Changes to the i;
'

.j power f eed to the SLDS will not also increase the
^I' occurrence of this transient because the feeds'will be., , ~ from the on site safeguard batteries. |
'

*

jll,
This modification also does not make any changes to the !

i':2 design function of any other safety-related and important |
}.d to safety systems hence, the response of these systems to ;

the accident analyses described in-Section 6.3 and |;

Y, Chapter 15 will remain the same. Therefore, the j..

probability of occurrence of any accident previously- ;

@j evaluated in the SAR will not be increased.
j,

' p* . |

* 2. May the consequences of an accident previous 1v evaluated -|

i s- , in the SAR be increased?

d'I No. The consequences of the MSIVs closure transient
discussed in A.1 is not increased by the replacement of,,

i the SLDS because the systems and equipment required to
mitigate the consequences of the MSIVs closure are not. ;

-

af fected by this mooiiication. Additionally, the SLDS is
4

A

3'

. . . . . . . . . . -- -

.,_,,,,,,-J?
. . . . . * - , . . _ . _ , . , ,
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b used to mitigate the consequences of an accident in the
1.% event of an abnormal leakage due to a pipe break outside '

M primary containment. The SLDS isolates selected portionsj of systems connected to the Reactor Coolant Pressure -jp Boundary (RCPB) and located outside primary containment.
jf The systems which the SLDS isolates include the Main
N Steam Lines (MSL), High Pressure Coolant Injection

g(! (HPCI), Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC), and
Reactor Water Clean-Up (RWCU). The SLDS provides only ,

g' indication and annunciation for abnormal leakages ,

associated with the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system.,

y The replacement of the existing Riley temperature !;' monitoring instrumentation with NUMAC LDM's will not
O. change, degrade, or prevent the responses of the SLDS or
I' any other system to mitigate the radiological
.J consequences of an accident because the new equipment'i/ will perform the same design function as the existing
@ instrumentation. The replacement is considered an
g enhancement to the SLDS because the new equipment is more

,

M reliable and provides improved accuracy with easily
serviceable components. The outputs from the NUMAC LDM's,,.s ,

ghs which provide an input to the existing isolation logic of
: p.j the systems which the SLDS isolates, will remain the
. P: . [

same.:db
-$'

I Additionally, the replacement of the Riley temperature *

monitoring instrumentation with NUMAC LDM's with', '

different power sources will not affect the consequences;s,

A of a high energy line break as described in Section 3.6 |

f of the UFSAR because the ability to automatically close
~

'
;j .- the MSL's, HPCI, RCIC and RWCU lines upon receipt of
1.'- signals indicating a high differential flow or high''

temperature in the vicinity of the piping outside primary ;,

j.j containment will be maintained. Therefore, the
~

' '

fe.; consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
, 4'. SAR will not be increased.

,

~M !

May the possibility of an accident of a different type. , . -

!' 3.
than previously evaluated in the SAR be created?

|G [, '

No. As previously stated in questions A.1 and A.2, the.-

SLDS may only cause a transient that could result in the
i

'
;

4 MSIVs closure and mitigates the consequences of an '

accident caused by abnormal leakages. No changes to the.

M, isolation logic of either the NSSSS or the ESS systems
9, will be made by this modification. Failure or malfunction
j,; of the new equipment cannot therefore, create an ' accident

a different type than previously evaluated. Therefore,.-
'

I e possibility of an accident of' a different type 'than
i peviously evaluated in the SAR will not be created.'

.-

|@ This mod ' ication affects equipment and components associatedB.
5 with the .dteam Leak Detection System. This system is a ,

!

safety-related system which monitors, detects, annunciates and?
;5 isolates abnormal leakages from selected safety-related . J

id,J systems which include the MSL's, HPCI and RCIC, and RWCU which
['- is a system important to safety. The SLDS provides only |
*
.qs
.m
'y.

*

" ~ . ~ ~ " _ " _' ;_' ^
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:;; indication and annunciation for abnormal leakages associatedN *

.

with RHR, which is a safety-related system. The RHR
dj! temperature switch TSH-51-151 is not part of the-SLDS, it-
? !*

h performs a " passive" safety-related function to maintain the
electrical integrity of the SLDS. ;

W ,

&
?f The trip outputs from the SLDS for the Mf'L and RWCU systemsr
I

b,.

give an input to the Nuclear Steam Supply Shutoff System* ,

(NSSSS) logic, and therefore, this portion of the system is .

'

g part of and treated as the NSSSS. The trip outputs from the '

SLDS for the HPCI, RHR and RCIC systems logic are part of and', itreated as the Emergency Safeguard Systems (ESS).

.' The existing Riley temperature monitoring instrumentation uses
individual analog temperature transmitters, converters, trip

/ units, hand select switches and common temperature indicators
,6 to provide the isolation, annunciation and indication
U functions to meet the design requirements of the SLDS. The~

proposed use of GE NUMAC LDM's for this modification will ,

;h' install only four (4) NUMAC LDM's and associated Thermocouple
'

.!
Input Units (TCIU's) and Relay Output Units (ROU's) because

'

%j each NUMAC LDM is capable of monitoring up to 36 bputs. This
. ;-

design change will require combining NSSSS and ESS inputs and ,j
' outputs in a single NUMAC LDM, and feeding the new NUMAC LDM's

,'

<!$
from the four safety-related ESS Divisions DC/AC Inverters

[ E21-R601A,B,C and D. An automatic back-up feed from the four ,

ESS Divisions Y-Panels 10Y101,10Y102,10Y103 and 10Y104 willM
N also be provided in the event an inverter fails. .|
n.j.

. L'., 1. May the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of 1
!

equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the
;

SAR be increased?_ , -

'.,
No. The NUMAC LDM's and associated TCIU's and ROU's areD '

' .

i
i being procured as safety-related Class IE qualified

;j equipment. The equipment is designed and qualified to |
operate in the environment specified for the Auxiliary |~W

e' Equipment Room, and will be installed seismically inside,

safety-related control panels.

The installation of only four (4) NUMAC LDM's has been i

evaluated for electrical separation, division / channel ;

separation, system / equipment redundancy and independence |

^ , ' and electrical load additions / changes and it has been ;u
'concluded that the design of this modification will meet

[' the design criteria applicable to the SLDS. No changes to
', the existing isolation logic of the NSSSS and ESS systems .|

will be made. Therefore, the function and response of i
j these systems will remain the same. ;

,

'9 ,

i The replacement of the analog Riley Temperature . 5

- Monitoring Instrumentation ~ with the microprocessor based ~
!

,

NUMAC LDM's with different power sources will not result
E in any degradation of safety and quality classification
3 of the SLDS and RHR systems and will not increase the - |

'

possibility for equipment malfunction.''

!
.

--.. _ -. .
, , . , ,..m _ .. . . m.m_._ _. . _ u . a. ,
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i The installation of the NUMAC LDM's will eliminate the
-

,

need to lif t leads and operate the Riley's Read / Set
toggle switch to perform the monthly surveiMance.. '

Q testing. This method of testing has resulted in both-
i. equipment malfunctions and spurious operations which have
!|; caused inadvertent systems isolations. The NUMAC monitors
d vill perform a self-test routine which will check for
3 thermocouple channel calibration, trip setpoint, statusf. of the output relays, open thermocouple inputs, '

,

instrument channel operability and loss of internal power 1f supply. Any failure will be self detected and reported
via the front panel display messages and a Inop relay,, ;

which will be used to bring up an annunciator. The
1 instrument drif t introduced by the NUMAC LDM's will also ;- be less than the drift associated with the present

Riley's ins rumentation; therefore, the NUMAC LDM's will
;

be more reliable.
,

Therefore, the probability of occurrence of a malfunction
of , equipment important to safety previously evaluated in*/

,f the SAR will not be increased.
.

May the consequences of a malfunction of equipment
..

i .. 2.
h. important to safety previous 1v evaluated in the.SAR be
' n" . increased?

-

'd jc
,

No. The design function of the SLDS and RHR systems will
,

e
not be changed by the replacement of the Rileyc.

^$ Temperature Monitoring System. The NUMAC LDM's will,
!

; . ., perform the same design function as the existing
'

instrumentation; therefore, the response of the system to.* ~ -

an abnormal leakage outside primary containment will be g *,
i

^ '
the same. Although the ESS and NSSSS inputs will be
combined in a single monitor, the output contactsg ,

'

associated with their respective system will be ,
,

:
| . configured the same way as the existing Riley output .jcontacts (i.e. output contacts for the ESS systems will' 'l
''

close on rise of temperature above setpoint; and output ,'

;

contacts for the NSSSS systems will open on temperature
rise above setpoint and on loss of power, " fail safe").

;

'

Presently, several temperature elements share a common
temperature indicator in each control panel. The station.

personnel must operate a hand select switch to display
'

temperature from a specific temperature element. The'
;

i , temperature indicators of the SLDS do not perform an . ;

4

active safety-related function. They are safety-related. '
i

-f to maintain the electrical integrity of the SLDS. The-use .
of only one thermocouple from each tempetrature element as' .

|
i ,

an input to the NUMAC LDM's to perform the isolatic'n, j
.

annunciation and indication functions is acceptable8
i

: because temperature -indication for all temperature- +
-

.i

!

elements will still be' available ' and displayed when
|

'--

required.

Failure of a single NUMAC LDM could initiate a halfL

and/or full isolation of more systems than any single i
.

:
*
.

''
y .

+ ~

4
*

"I ~ ^ in :$$5|ge.$. g .
? ,, N{

_ ~. - , , . - . . . .
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j' ; f ailure caused by the f ailure of a Riley trip unit.D-
7.,.

However, the design of this modification meets the '

(3 -
requirements for single f ailure criteria identified in
Sections 15.2.4.2.3 and 15.6.2.2.3, such that the systems

d[ affected by the single failure will still be capable to
|.,

perform their safety-related function to limit the
y$ radiological consequences due to MSIVs closure or pipe'

j% breaks outside containment.
M.
JJ As discussed in Section B, this modification will provide
%
dj an automatic back-up feed from the four ESS Divisions

Y-panels to the new NUMAC LDM's in the event an inverter
it

f. f ails. A MSIVs half isolation and/or. a full RWCU
)] isolation, depending on which inverter fails, may however
/' occur when power is transferred because the closure time

of the power transfer relay contacts is greater than theN
.

response time for loss of power, of the NUMAC LDM's'#

y relays output contacts used for the MSL and RWCU systems.
Since the MSL and RWCU systems are designed to isolate

Q
$4

" fail safe" on loss of power, this transient will not
C introduce a new malfunction of equipment.important to

Q safety previously evaluated in the SAR; and therefore,-
the radiological consequences will not be increased. Thep! isolation (s) can be quickly cleared however, once the'

&
$'

power is transferred because the NUMAC * monitors will
R.' automatically reset.

3
%' Therefore, this modification will not increase the
. ;;g

P consequences of a malfunction of equipment previously
1

N/i evaluated in the SAR.
i
'

3. May the possibility of a different type of malfunction of ic.

{vj equipment important to safety than any previously,

,

evaluated in the SAR be created? ;' '4 ''
n

'% No. The installation of the new equipment will eliminate
some failure modes and spurious operations inherent to |

d'9
; ;

the existing instrumentation. These failure modes and
spurious operations have caused in the past several !

-

Licensee Event Reports (LER's) and most recently a
reactor scram. Typical failures that can affect

%. components within the NUMAC LDM's and associated input .

",,')j' and output units include: 1) open wires and/or cables,.; .t ;

.h 2) sensor failure, 3) loss of_ power, 4) . relay failure,
.i and 5) computer module f ailure. These failures will be

RN detected by an automatic self-test function which is a --
!

C/; part of the NUMAC LDM design. When a' failure is detected
.

:: n by the self-test, an alarm will be annunciated in the .
control room. The f ailure mode will also be displayed on

U, the NUMAC monitor screen in front of the panel with the'
.

2..._-... - . . - ~ - appropriate error message (s). The NUMAC instrument design
-

p concept has . undergone review by the NRC and the initial
N.. instruments of the NUMAC family (Log Radiation Monitor-

and Wide Range Neutron Monitoring System) have been -'

-c
. approved via Licensing Topical Reports (Reference.1 and . i

1. -c. 2). The various types of NUMAC equipment in operation at |
~

'"

[s
g
t

: n .. 3 _ ,.. . -. .--.;.._.._-_,,.,,..,,,.- . - . - - . . . . _ . . - - . - - - . , . , - . -- -.. ;.
. . . . . .
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p..
nuclear power plants including Limerick, have componentsy

and sof tware modules which are similar to and in some
J.;

$
instances identical to the NUMAC LDM'S. A serial link'

$ provides electricci isolation between the monitors'
l' safety-related microprocessor and the non-safety-relateddj display microprocessor and front panel, thereby
f.] minimizing the possibility of injecting faults into
di safety related circuitry. Also, the NUMAC monitors have a
% built in dual power supply such that if one fails the
d other will automatically provide internal power to the3, electronic cards without interrupting the operations of
T. the monitors. The monitors are also equipped with

]g' key-lock controls to prevent unauthorized access and,,

tampering with the monitors tuning parameters.
5 :,.

Both the hardware and the software for the NUMAC LDM's
.c

M
have gone through a formal verification and validation

i (V&V) process equivalent to the one reviewed by the NRC,2 via Reference 2. The NUMAC LDM's are designed and have
.0- also been tested to minimize both their susceptibility'y to, and generation of, electromagnetic interference (EMI)E;S

hfj to prevent proper operation for use in a safety-related
system. Additionally, a Failure Modes and Effects
Analysis has been performed by GE for the Boiling Water ,

,g Reactor Owners Group (BWROG) and it was concluded that
qi no new modes of failures were introduced by the NUMAC '
iM' LDM's when the NUMAC LDM's were compared with the
'$ existing Riley instrumentation.i

| {{
Any possibility for the combination of the NSSSS andp

p .ESS inputs and outputs to create a different type of

' [i malfunction previously evaluated will not exist because

.M
adequate electrical- separation between NSSSS and ESS
signals will exist to prevent f ailure in one system to be,

I interjected into another. Single failure of a NUMAC LDM
'

fj was discussed in question B.2.
".. t

J

Therefore, the possibility of a different type ofr.a .

$ malfunction of equipment important to safety than any
-

.i; previously evaluated in the SAR will not be created.
'

1
~

> Q. The following LGS Technical Specifications Sections 3/4.3.1,C.
3/4.3.2,-3/4.6.1.4 and associated Bases and Tables 3.3.2-1,%-

d 3. 3. 2-2, 3. 3. 2-3 and 4. 3. 2.1-1 have been reviewed.n
<-

@ The replacement of the analog Riley temperature1.h monitoring instrumentation with the microprocessor based
; j. NUMAC LDM's will not affect any of the. allowable design -
f . limits for the SLDS addressed in the Technical I

Specifications. The instrument setpoints as specified in:
~ t 's

%' - - -
the-Technical Specifications Tabic.3.3.2-2 will not be*
changed or affected by this modification. The instrument d*

uncertainties and drift between the Riley and NUMAC,

7i instrumentation will be compared using the guidance given-
.7 in PECO Interim Procedure for the Determination of - |

. Q.
'

!

.

if C
h
|5> . . . . . _ .. .. .,,

......-...y. ,. ,M -- s. ., .g.- , . . . ,
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[ ',9 Instrument Channel Nominal Trip Setpoints to show that the M
margin between the trip setpoints and the allowabley values specified in the Table 3.3.2-2 will not be changed

3'
d by the replacement. In addition, station personnel will ,

be able to perform the channel check and the monthly - ,

,gt functional test for each individual temperature

d@ instrument loop, through the use of the NUMAC LDM's, as
~f

,

d required by the Technical Specifications. ;

w=
Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety .w

.' ' *

e d.
as. defined in the Technical Specification bases,

s.

9d D. It is concluded from the above safety evaluation the
replacement of the analog Riley Temperature Monitoring'''

' Instrumentation with the microprocessor based NUMAC LDM's with.)
n' different power sources does not involve an unreviewed safety

J t

E j- question.
4.,-

Y IV. DISCUSSION

M This modification replaces the analog Riley (Panalarm) Model 86q
ji, temperature switches and associated components used in the SteamIt
y Leak Detection System (SLDS) with NUMAC Leal Detection Monitors

N (LDM's). The NUMAC LDM's consist of three basic components; a [-
'

,

'A monitor, a thermocouple input unit and a relay odtput unit.
g '

General Electric Co. NUMAC LDM's were selected based on a technical
.[. O evaluation performed by the Mod Team on several proposals received
% , by different vendors. The proposals were evaluated against

.

O Specification NE-068 which was issued to purchase the new system.
The scope of work associated with the installation of the GE

i?. equipment in Unit 1 is described below.,,

'

*$
|

,[ The Riley Temperature Monitoring System is being replaced because' '

it has been a source of several Licensee Event Reports (LER's) due

'$[ to spurious trip signals which have caused system isolations on |,) >

3:! both units. Most recently, Unit 2 was tripped when an operator
repositioned the toggle Read / Set switch on a Riley temperature''

,

transmitter switch, during the performance of a Surveillance Test,
.. creating a spurious isolation signal on the "D" trip. channel while t

i
-T.

I & C technicians were simultaneously testing an. "A" trip channel- ;

.

$. of the SLDS.
a .. .

't,'
Additionally, the Riley ambient and differential temperature _|4

:
transmitter switches require the lifting of the thermocouple leads |

to perform the monthly functional testing. The lifting of the leads j
is' labor intensive, and has also caused several LER's because the je.'. -

, ' leads were incorrectly ratermed after performing the tests. This !

Icad lifting procedure has occasionally caused the breakage o'f j
.fj thermocouple lead wires when the wires.are disconnected and- |
j* .|reconnected.4

.t.
This modification also replaces temperature switch TSH-51-151.-

This switch is not part of the SLDS system, but it is an integral,3 ' ,
. Tf. -

component of the Riley temperature monitoring instrumentation. It
; f.A

.

Dem W [

- n.

~* * * * ' * * ' * = = ~ *-
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J g.h is easier and economically beneficial to replace this switch with aM

NUMAC LDM module rather than to retain it physically independent of,

r] the SLDS. To retain this switch as a Riley module would require ,

s..f,M - additional panel rework. The design function of this switch is to
ri
L.-@

close RHR Loop Acto radwaste isolation valve HV-51-1F040 on high*

3 temperature to prevent hot process water from the RHR process lines
Gj from going to liquid radwaste.
Yk

;

||.h
The SLDS is a safety-related system which monitors, detects,

b.h
annunciates and isolates abnormal leakages from selected '

safety-related systems which include the HSL's, HPCI and RCIC, and7 RWCU which is an important to safety system. The SLDS provides only
73 . an annunciation for abnormal leakages associated with the RHR4
Y system.

;

C.[;9

. J.{
Presently, leak detection is provided by dual thermocouple elements

Q installed in various locations of the plant. The monitoring,
annunciation, indication and isolation functions of the system are

L, ,.y accomplished by the Riley temperature monitoring instrumentationP which uses one thermocouple for indication and the other, from theM
j$ same temperature element, for annunciation and isolation. The new

in NUMAC LDM's will use the same temperature elements as inputs;

'jf
however, only one thermocouple from each temperature element will

. be connected because the new equipment will be able to indicate,q
dy isolate and annunciate using a single thermocouple. The other
f.i thermocouple will be left in place as a spare. ,

F,pd
. The current leak detection instrumentation at LGS uses analog. g .~s .
gf equipment which has an inherent tendency to drift (may cause a
d,t N; spurious isolation or false annunciation) and thus requires
-

;S frequent surveillance and calibration to stay within the Technical
*

}{t Specifications limits. The replacement NUMAC LDM is a digital
f;i

instrument that uses one microprocessor to provide accurate outputs ,

and automatic self-testing and calibration. A second microprocessor'
.Q| 5

is used to control the LDM display. The self test feature of the
'

ffj- NUMAC LDM provides automatic testhg of its internal circuits and ;

3p '

dj reports any f ailures resulting in the loss of a safety related .

'

3ri
function. These capabilities will increase the reliability of the
collected data, reduce the possibility of inadvertent isolations ,

sS
N and plant shutdowns, and will reduce the need for frequent .,

T

N3 calibration.

NQ ~

J:M The NUMAC LDM's are constructed of standard plug-in electronic +

..d modules in a chassis designed to be installed in typical GE control
!

.$ panels. All components are mounted in functional modules. Up to six

.M thermocouple (T/C) input modules may be ust.d to accommodate a ,

EfM maximum of 36 T/C inputs for either ambient or differential
L

]' temperature measurement and monitoring. Maintenance is accomplished'

[
by module replacement. Each input is assigned to a channel within
each input module. The modules are isolated from one another suchA
that each . input assigned to a channel within each module will not,e( -

be affected by a failure which may occur on a different module.t' Because the NUMAC LDM's are multi-input units, only' four (4) NUMAC/
C LDM's will be . installed. To accommodate the installation of these

Q four LDM's design changes to the SLDS will be required as &

|described below.a. " I

N}. ,

&. ' |
. j
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ra The Riley Temperature Monitoring' Instrumentation associated withrp the SLDS are presently located in eight control pancis and divided
,.

i
as follows. The instrumentation which ieceives input s.ignals from
thermocouples associated with the ESS systems (HPCI, RCIC and RHR).,

Q are located inside the four ESS Divisions panels,10C621 (Div.1),p
f 10C620 (Div.2),10C640 (Div.3) and 10C641 (Div.4), and are fed from
t cach respective ESS Division power busses. The instrumentation

which presently receives input signals from thermocouples6
I associated with the NSSSS systems (MSL and RWCU), are located
I; inside the four RPS Division panels 10C609 Bays B (Div.IA) and D

(Div. IIA) and 10C611 Bays B (Div.IB) and D (Div. IIB).*>
Instrumentation on pancis 10C609 and 10C611 are fed from RPS power

.

buses A and B respectively.y
. , .

'! Since the NUMAC will be able to accommodate up to 36 input signals,

M
this modification will combine inputs from the respective ESS and
NSSSS Divisions in each NUMAC LDM, which will be labelled as4

$ temperature indicating switches (TIS), as follows. TIS-25-101A will
$ combine Div.1 and Div.IA inputs, TIS-25-101B will combine Div.2
Fi*

and Div. IIB inputs, TIS-25-101C will combine Div.3 and Div. IIA
inputs and TIS-25-101D will combine Div.4 and Div. IIB inputs. RHR

M@ temperature switch is presently assigned to Div.1, and will be kept
9 within this division because the input and output associated with
j this switch will be from TIS-25-101A. The NUMAC LDM's will be

~

N installed inside their respective RPS Division pancis 10C609 Bays B

M and D and 10C611 Bays B and D thus maintaining ESS and RPS Division -
separation. As a result of ecmbining ESS and NSSSS inputs withinq.

AS
the same monitor, the NUMAC LDM's will be fed from the four

% safety-related ESS Divisions DC/M Inverters E21-K601A,B,C and D.
i

jf An automatic back-up feed from tue four ESS Divisions Y-Panels

W 10Y101,10Y102,10Y103 and 10Y104 will also be provided in the
'

d', event an inverter f ails. A MSIVs half isolation and/or a full RVCU
!.!.

isolation, depending on which inverter fails, may however occur
LM ~

when power is transferred because the closure time of the power''

' E!
transfer relay contacts (85 msec.) is greater than the response

.s time (40 msec.), for loss of power, of the NUMAC LDM's relays output
contacts used for the MSL and RWCU systems. The isolation (s) can be

d' quickly cleared however, once the power is transferred because the a

$[i. '
'

' NUMAC monitors will automatically reset. A HPCI and RCIC isolation

7 and/or annunciation and RHR annunciation will not occur because the
4 - NUMAC LDM's output relays for these systems are configured to

4 " energize" to trip.
3 Electrical separation of the NUMAC monitors will be maintained with '

@ef. the ESS and NSSSS inputs sharing the same monitor. An analysis
performed by GE (Reference 3) shows that' electrical separation

$j',, between the NSSSS and ESS outputs will be maintained because the
B output relays on each NUMAC ROU have enough spatial separation such

h that- NSSSS and ESS powered isolation logic circuitry will be kept
separate. In addition, the ROU output ~ relays circuit separation(

. . . ~ - characteristics meet-the isolation requirements of UFSAR -Section-~ +

s .. . .~.. .

.

7.1.2.2.3.1.f. The field wiring connected to the ROU. terminal 4

U blocks will also meet electrical separation requirements because
applicable portions of E-1412 will.be ' followed during installation.
The thermocouple signals from ESS and NSSSS systems do not require !

. .

;~

separation at'the input of each NUMAC TCIU and the monitors~ ,

*

||
1w
%.
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$.
$ themselves, because 1. all the thermocouple wirer. are size #16 AWG

R and will not ignite due to overcurrent, and 2. tic cables for the
eb " SLDS system are routed in instrumentation trays shich-do not
M' contain power or control cables; therefore, no potential for
I;b current source exists for these wires.
~

&|
D In regard to division / channel independence, all four NUMAC LDM's

will be physically and electrically independent of each other such3
ih . that they do not share power supplies, thermocouple inputs, output

' (- relays, microprocessor based logic units, display units or'

enclosures and mounting locations. A postulated gross failure of
-

any one NUMAC LDM, such as, gross malfunction of the input unit,
4 microprocessor logic unit or the output cnit, will not propagate to .
.( any of the other NUMAC LDM's. Thus, a f ailure within any NUMAC LDM

i t:" will not prevent or disable the function of the other three
7 operating NUMAC LDM's. A f ailure within one NUMAC LDM may cause the

.d loss of one channel of the isolation trip logic. However, since the
1 other redundant channels will not be affected by this failure, the
', SLDS system will still be able to perform its designed
j' safety-related function. Since NSSSS and ESS signals will be

combined in a single NUMAC LDM, failure of one monitor could
/ ra r

.[
initiate a half isolation and/or full isolation of more systems.

W This will cause additional burden on the station operations
A personnel to address multiple isolations. This burden has been.

Qs reviewed and found to be acceptable to the operai; ions personnel.
%,

M The installation of the new equipment, the installation of new
rb - power, control and thermocouple cables and the rerouting of

[ existing thermocouple cables will conform to the separation
.

" criteria identified in LGS drawing E-1412. The NUMAC monitors and
'2 associated thermocouple input and relay output units will be

.

mounted seismically (Reference 5) such that qualification of these
.m

components and panels (10C609 and 10C611) will be maintained. The*

, .
seismic qualification of the panels (10C620,10C621,10C640, and' '

10C641) from which the Riley instrumentation is being removed will A_
LU,

_" also be maintained.

The design, procurement, installation and testint ssociated with'

..
this modification will be in accordance with the .tuality Assurance'

Plan. The design of this modification is in compliance with all*

1 design criteria applicable to the SLDS system including but not
$ limited to quality assurance, industry standards, regulatory0

requirements and environmental and seismic qualification. The NUMACv.* -
- LDM's including the TCIU's and ROU's have been seismically and
'. environmentally qualified to IEEE 344-197.5 and IEEE 323-1974

respectively. Human f actors requirements were also considered and
included in the design of this modification.''

.

' As described above, this modification will make changes to the
: plant as described in the SAR. LGS UFSAR Sections 1.2.4.1.6, 3.2,

3.6, 3.30, 3.11, -5.1, 5.2.5, 5.4, 7.3, 7.1.2.2, 7.6.1.3, 7.7.1.8,

4 Figures 5. 2-11, 5. 4-13 and 7. 3-2, 7. 3-7, 7. 3-8, _7. 4-1 and 7. 7-11,
,

.

Tables 7.3-5, and 7.3-6, Chapter 15 and Appendix 9A were reviewed
A in making this determination. The changes to the affected UFSARd

sections and figures will be described in the LDCN which will be
4' .,- issued for this modification. This modification also affects the

-

eI

||
'M
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fire protection components as described in the Fire Protectionli Evaluation Report (FPER) (UFSAR Appendix 9A). The changes to theE
d-

FPER will also be made through the same LDCN. The addition of
materials considered combustibles (cables, hardware, ect.) insideS''
the Auxiliary Equipment Room has been also evaluated and found

y$. acceptabic. Although changes to the FPER are being made, the|

capability to safely shutdown the plant in the event of a fire willO
be maintained. The results are documented in the Fire Protectionn.

U.O
Review Checklist for this modification.

[ The plant load changes which include the deletion of loads from RPS
and ESS busses and the addition of loads to ESS DC/AC InvertersL
with a feed back-up from the Y-Pancis have been evaluated and found* -

acceptabic. The results of this evaluation are documented on PECO
Calculation LE-035 (Reference 4) and attached Load Changes'

Evaluation Letter. This modification does not route cables or'

raceways outside the Auxiliary Equipment Room therefore, HELB and ,

.

.
Missile reviews are not required.

- ,

b Changes to the Q-List will be required as a result of this

$ modification. The changes to the Q-list will only remove the Riley

3 instruments associated with the SLDS, and add the new NUMAC
instruments. Q-L ECR 91-033 has been initiated to make thechanges.;R

.1'

This modification does not make changes to the st'ation Emergency
Y

i

4 Plan Procedures. There is no impact on ALARA considerations because
.

all work associated with this modification will be performed inside
. g, , the Auxiliary Equipment Room. The results are documented on theb
4.7 ALARA Checklist for this modification.
b This modification does not affect Reg Guide 1.97 or Reg. GuideO
M 1.143 systems or equipment.
;.

!

I V. ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION (NON-RADIOLOGICAL)
' '

I|%
i.9 This modification does not affect the LGS Environmental Protection
@ Plan.
'"
.

N VI. SUMMARY
y .

. . This change:
;; Does affect safety-related equipment
: a. I

j(' b. Does not involve an unreviewed safety question
Does not require a Technical Specification changeb; c.

i d. Does not involve an unreviewed environmental question !
'

Does not require an environmental protection plan change"N e.
. :, f. Does maintain the capability to safely shutdown the plant 'in'

6
the event of a fire, as described in the UFS4R and FPER , <-

Does not require a license amendment or prior NRC approval
.

g.
h. Does not involve a significant hazard consideration. ;'

e
i VII. 10CFR50.92 SIGNIFICANT HAZARD DETERMINATION

.

This modification does not involve a unreviewed safety question and
does not require an amendment to the operating license. Therefore,

f
' a significant hazard determination is not required.

.5-
'*

'
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